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Tracking at LHCb-UpgradeTypes of tracks to be reconstructed 

Long lived particles in LHCb

M (MeV) τ (ps) 

Bs 5300 1.5

KS 500 90

KL 500 50000

Λ 1100 260

• Long track: reconstructible using VELO + UT + T stations. → beauty and charm core physics  

• Downstream track: reconstructible using UT + T stations. → crucially to reconstruct for LLPs. 

• T-track: reconstructible using T stations. → first stage of downstream tracks reconstruction.  
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T-stations  
Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi) 
Geometry: three stations x-u-v-x

Upstream Tracker (UT) 
Silicon microstrips 
Geometry: x-u-v-x
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A crowded event in 2018 (L=4x1032)
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An average of about 150-200 tracks per event, up to a maximum of 400-500 tracks per event,   
is expected at the LHCb-Upgrade conditions L=2x1033 cm-1s-1 (LHC Run3 and Run 4). 



Downstream tracking
• Algorithm used for reconstructing standalone T-tracks in the SciFi sub-detector, called 

seeding, is crucial for reconstructing tracks generated by long-lived particles (LLPs), 
such as KS,KL,Λ.  

• Seeding is a very intensive pattern recognition task and requires a significant  amount  
of CPU-time to be executed, i.e about 500 μsec (❋) per event [LHCb-PUB-2017-005]. 

- Adding UT hits to form a “downstream track” requires a total CPU-time even larger. 

• The total budget for the LHCb-Upgrade tracking sequence, in Run 3, is expected to 
be 33 μsec per event, assuming 1000 Event Filter Farm nodes [LHCB-TDR-016, 
LHCb-PUB-2017-005] ⟹ at the moment finding tracks downstream of the magnet at 
the earliest trigger level is not part of the baseline trigger scheme. 
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See C. Fitzpatrick’s talk (Track 1) for details on the LHCb-Upgrade Tracking Sequence.

(❋) measured using a setup different from the official throughput test setup.



The Downstream Tracker
• R&D work in the context of the Future LHCb Upgrades (LHC Run 4 and 

beyond), to realize a downstream tracking unit that can be integrated in 
the DAQ architecture and act as an “embedded track-detector”. 

• This would make event reconstruction primitives immediately available 
to the event-building, and to the high-level-trigger farm. 

• FPGA is the appropriate technology: aim for high bandwidth and low 
latency, comparable with that of other elements in the detector DAQ.
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This talk: specifically aimed at the reconstruction of standalone T-tracks, the 
first and most expensive part of the reconstruction of downstream tracks.   



will have three stations (T1, T2, T3) which are composed of four detection layer
with a x � u � v � x geometry like shown in Fig. 2.17. Each detection layer will have
a rectangular stepped hole in the center to incorporate the beam pipe structure. The
detection layers are separated into 10 to 12 modules per layer, which host the active
material consisting of eight fibre mats. The fibre mats consist of 6 layers of densely
packed blue-emitting scintillating fibres with a diameter of 250 µm. The scintillation
photons are guided through the fibres and their detection is realised by multichannel
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) with rectangular channels of 250 µm. The read-out
of the SiPMs is based on a custom-designed ASIC chip which integrates the signal
over 25 ns.

SiPMs and Front-end electronics
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Figure 2.17: Schematic view of one station of the SciFi Tracker.

The fibres are supported by sandwich panels. The SiPMs are housed in a closed
volume and cooled to �40 �C. When a particle passes through a fibre mat it deposits
energy in more than one fibre. The scintillation photons travel along the fibres and
are detected by multichannel SiPMs. To reduce the noise, thresholds are applied in
the electronics and clusters are formed, see Fig. 2.18. The hit position is calculated
as the weighted average in a cluster which improves the spacial hit resolution. The
most important characteristics of the SciFi Tracker are the hit detection e�ciency
and spatial resolution, which are dominated by the overall light yield of the photon
detectors. The spatial resolution is provided by the width of SiPM channels and
therefor nominal 250 µm /

p
12 = 72 µm. However the spatial resolution depends

also on manufacturing tolerance of the fibre mats and modules. Providing a high
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Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi) 
• 3 tracking stations (T1,T2,T3) of scintillating fibre.  

• 4 layers per station (x-u-v-x) 

- u/v layers tilted by a stereo angle of +5º/-5º. 

- Electronic readout at 40MHz. 

- Hit spatial resolution: ~100 μm. 

- High occupancy: an average of about 300 hits per layer, up to a 
maximum of 800 hits per layer.  

• A small component of magnetic field (fringe field) is 
present in the SciFi region. Tracks are well approximated 
as parabola in x-z view, and as straight lines in y-z view.  

• For this study SciFi divided in 4 independent quadrants. 
Negligible loss of efficiency because of tracks crossing 
different quadrants.
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at 40MHz. The evolution of this major tracking upgrade through several stages.
At the end of 2013 it was chosen to replace the tracking stations by a Scintillating
Fibre Tracker (SciFi Tracker). This complete new detector technology will cover the
full acceptance after the magnet. Scintillating fibres with a length of 2.4m and a
diameter of 250µm will be the active material of this detector and will be stacked
to fibre mats with 6 layers. These detector modules are going to be read out with
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM).
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Figure 2.15: Arrangement of the SciFi within the tracker volume in the x � z view.
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Figure 2.16: Arrangement of the SciFi within the tracker volume in the x � z view. Zoom
around the beam pipe.

The SciFi Tracker will be located between the LHCb magnet and RICH2 and the
space is constrained by the one currently used by the IT and OT. The SciFi Tracker
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will have three stations (T1, T2, T3) which are composed of four detection layer
with a x � u � v � x geometry like shown in Fig. 2.17. Each detection layer will have
a rectangular stepped hole in the center to incorporate the beam pipe structure. The
detection layers are separated into 10 to 12 modules per layer, which host the active
material consisting of eight fibre mats. The fibre mats consist of 6 layers of densely
packed blue-emitting scintillating fibres with a diameter of 250 µm. The scintillation
photons are guided through the fibres and their detection is realised by multichannel
Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) with rectangular channels of 250 µm. The read-out
of the SiPMs is based on a custom-designed ASIC chip which integrates the signal
over 25 ns.
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Figure 2.17: Schematic view of one station of the SciFi Tracker.

The fibres are supported by sandwich panels. The SiPMs are housed in a closed
volume and cooled to �40 �C. When a particle passes through a fibre mat it deposits
energy in more than one fibre. The scintillation photons travel along the fibres and
are detected by multichannel SiPMs. To reduce the noise, thresholds are applied in
the electronics and clusters are formed, see Fig. 2.18. The hit position is calculated
as the weighted average in a cluster which improves the spacial hit resolution. The
most important characteristics of the SciFi Tracker are the hit detection e�ciency
and spatial resolution, which are dominated by the overall light yield of the photon
detectors. The spatial resolution is provided by the width of SiPM channels and
therefor nominal 250 µm /

p
12 = 72 µm. However the spatial resolution depends

also on manufacturing tolerance of the fibre mats and modules. Providing a high
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A biologically inspired 
architecture: the Retina Algorithm 
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29• Step 0 - Discretize space of track parameters (pattern 
cells) and generate track intersections with detector 
planes (receptors) and connect them to cells (mapping). 

• Step 1 - Detector hits are distributed (Switching 
Network) only to a reduced number of cells according 
the mapping of Step 0 (LUT).  

• Step 2 - A logic unit (engine) for each cell accumulates a 
Gaussian weight proportional to the distance with the 
receptors. 

• Step 3 - Tracks are identified as local maxima of 
accumulated weights, above a certain threshold, over 
the cells grid.

Massively parallel architecture. Similarities with Hough 
transform and associative memories for pattern matching. 

Conceived for parallelism: processing before the event building. 



DAQ integration
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open for the time being. They have anyway negligible impact on the rest of the
discussion in this thesis. Tab. 3.1 reports the number of Event Builder PC nodes for
each LHCb Upgrade sub-detectors, while fig. 3.5 shows the envisioned integration
scheme of the Downstream Tracker (or in general of a generic embedded retina-like
device) into the LHCb Upgrade Event Builder system.

Sub-detectors VELO UT SciFi RICH Calorimeter Muons
EB node 56 72 156 114 55 30

Table 3.1: Number of Event Builder PC nodes for each LHCb Upgrade sub-detectors.
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Figure 3.5: Integration scheme of the Downstream Tracker into the LHCb Upgrade Event
Builder system.

3.4 Implementation details

The architecture described in previous sections is flexible and largely scalable. With-
out significant loss of generality, we will in the following make reference to straight
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Figure 3.4: Integration in LHCb DAQ.

will receive “raw data” that additionally contain fully reconstructed tracks, that
appear as if having been produced by an additional virtual detector. This solution
allows to use all the resource of the devices and the full-duplex capabilities of the
inter-devices connection.

For not modify the EB specification the latency of the Downstream Tracker must
be somewhat smaller than the latency of the EB (⇠ 13µs). With the data currently
at hand, a sensible objective seems to be a latency < 3µs.

We can implement this design in di↵erent ways. One option is to add a PCIe
board with a large FPGA in a empty slot of the EB nodes. The Tracking Board
could read the data from the PCIe40 through the PCIe bus. The reconstructed
tracks can be returned to the EB through the same PCIe bus. This option uses the
existing hardware of the EB adding only the Tracking Board and the Patch Panel
resulting in a cheap system, but it requires that the EB nodes have a PCIe slot
available. Due to the low number of PCIe line in actual CPU this option might turn
out to be unfeasible. The DAQ system don’t use all the optical links of the PCIe40
board. 24 optical links are used at half speed for data. This board can send data
to Downstream Tracker through the 12 free links at full speed. The Downstream
Tracker can thus work as a standalone system. It can return the reconstructed tracks
to the EB through some dedicated additional EB nodes. This option is a more
flexible solution but it requires more hardware to read data through the optical links,
plus some modification of the PCIe40 firmware. At the time of this writing, the
precise details of the EB implementation that we would need to know to make a
definite decision are still subject to change, therefore we will keep both possibilities
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Downstream Tracker

EFF

156 DAQ boards will receive raw data from SciFi sub-
detector, half from the axial layers (6 layers providing x-
coordinates) and half from the stereo layers (6 layers 
providing u- and v-coordinates).   

• The LHCb-Upgrade Event Builder is made by about 500 
interconnected PCs nodes, each of one equipped with a DAQ-
board. Events are built and sent to the Event Filter-Farm server 
nodes, where the  HLT will be running [LHCB-TDR-016].  

• Event Builded PC nodes (of interest) have to be instrumented 
with a “tracking board” equipped with a modern FPGA 
connected to the node through a PCIe card (100 Gbit/s).  

• A single tracking board performs both hits distribution and 
template matching. A Patch Panel is needed to distribute hits 
inter boards.  

• Reads small detector portion, outputs small parameter space. 

• Easier to implement large global bandwidths. 

• May use standard commercial PCIexpress FPGA boards.
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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LHCb simulation 
unofficial
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axial retina 
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Reconstruction of 3D tracks 
• Reconstruction of T-tracks is factorized in two stages. 

• Pattern recognition: find the x-z track projection 
using only axial layers.  

- tracks approximated as straight lines (2-dim Retina). 

- for each local maximum found, a linear 𝝌2 fit to a parabola 
is executed (on DSP blocks of FPGAs) over a limited 
number of combinations of the two closest hits to the 
receptors, in order to kill ghost tracks and evaluate 
parabola parameters.      

• Stereo association: x-z projection of axial track 
candidate is used as “seed” to extract y-coordinates 
from u/v layers and associate y-z track projection. 
The same firmware of axial Pattern Reco stage is 
used, but with much lower granularity.



Reconstruction of 3D tracks 
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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• Reconstruction of T-tracks is factorized in two stages. 

• Pattern recognition: find the x-z track projection 
using only axial layers.  

- tracks approximated as straight lines (2-dim Retina). 

- for each local maximum found, a linear 𝝌2 fit to a parabola 
is executed (on DSP blocks of FPGAs) over a limited 
number of combinations of the two closest hits to the 
receptors, in order to kill ghost tracks and evaluate 
parabola parameters.      

• Stereo association: x-z projection of axial track 
candidate is used as “seed” to extract y-coordinates 
from u/v layers and associate y-z track projection. 
The same firmware of axial Pattern Reco stage is 
used, but with much lower granularity.

LHCb Simulation, 
Unofficial

LHCb Simulation, 
Unofficial



Tracking 6-layers of SciFi 
• Axial retina track parameterization: 

- x0  (x11) x-coordinates of the intersection 
between the first (last) axial layer; 

- similar for the stereo association y0  (y11). 

• Interesting physics tracks (Long and 
Downstream) distributed over the diagonal 
region, being  x0  ≈ x11. 

• About 25k cells per quadrant, for a total of 
about 100k cells for the whole SciFi sub-
detector.  

• Cells granularity of axial retina is the 
minimal to ensure the presence of the true 
track hits within the two closest hits of each 
receptor, once a local maximum is found.
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5.3 Receptors production on the x-z plane

The o�cial LHCb simulation is used to produce the patterns of hits associated to
each pattern cell. This is a preparatory step and it has to be done once, or better
to say every time geometry and alignments of the SciFi detector change during the
data taking. The output of this procedure is just a list of pre-calculated constants,
determined with the LHCb Upgrade realistic simulation, to be loaded on FPGAs.
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Figure 5.5: Sketch of the procedure used to produce retina receptors, for a given (xi
0, x

i
11)

axial pattern cell (a) and for a given (yi
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i
11) stereo pattern cell. The intersections of the

particle trajectory with the SciFi layers (blue stars) are the so-called receptor coordinates,
while the green dots indicate the point P i

0 and P i
11 to identify the starting point and the

momentum direction of the generated muons.

The two parameters chosen to parameterize the phase-space of axial projection
of tracks, as already mentioned above, are the intersection x0 and x11 coordinates of
the track with two ”virtual” planes located just before (z = 7700mm) the first layer,
positioned at z = 7826mm, and just after (z = 9400mm) the last layer, positioned at
z = 9410mm. This is motivated by the fact that the simulation is not able to generate
particles within the active detector material, as the scintillating fibres. For each ith
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Figure 6.3: Axial (left) and stereo (right) retina of single track event. The stereo retina is
filled with yu/v-coordinates where the values of xpred,u/v, as a function of z-coordinate, is a
parabola, and the reconstructed axial track parameters are determined from the linearized
�2 calculation for the local maximum. In this illustrative example, granularity of stereo
retina is the same of that one of the axial retina. See text for details.

threshold which is larger than one. The chosen granularity of the stereo retinas,
covering the same quadrant studied in the axial case, is equal to 30⇥ 30 pattern cells,
where the number of cells mapping the e↵ective diagonal band is equal to 355, which
is much lower than 258001, i.e. the number of pattern cells used to map the diagonal
band of axial retina. Reconstructed track candidates in the stereo view, associated
to a given axial track candidate, are found with the same procedure developed for
the axial retina (see chapter 5). A number of u/v-hits, in a di↵erent stereo SciFi
layers has to be larger than 4 ( nS

hit � 4) and the excitation level of the stereo retinas
has to be larger than 3 ( W S

T � 3). Then, the linearized �2 value is calculated using
only u/v-hits stored in the pattern cell, as for the axial case, and the local maximum
having the minimum �2

S value is chosen as the stereo counterpart of the relative axial
track. Other stereo local maxima are discarded. No absolute requirement on the �2

S

value is required, since it is used only to make association between the two view.
Fig. 6.4 shows two examples of the excitation level of two stereo retinas filled

with SciFi subdetector u/v-hits from fully simulated LHCb Upgrade events. They
are associated to two di↵erent axial tracks.

6.3.1 Results

Tab. 6.1 report the final measured axial ("A) and the three-dimensional ("AS) tracking
e�ciencies using 100 events of the three available fully simulated samples at the

1Granularity of axial retina is 250 ⇥ 250 pattern cells for each quadrant, but only 25800 pattern
cells are used to map the diagonal band of the phase space track parameters.
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p = 7 GeV/c

LHCb Simulation, 
FPGA R&D



Axial retina at work
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Excitation level WA> 4 Excitation level WA> 4 
χ2

A< 20  

• Efficiency above 95%. 
• Ghost rate ~ 90%  (for instance 150 true-  

matched reconstructed tracks correspond 
to 1350 “fake” reconstructed tracks).

• Efficiency  ~ 80-90%. (approaching 90% 
with some minimal momentum request). 

• Ghost rate ~ 15% (comparable with 
standard offline seeding algorithm).

LHCb Simulation, 
FPGA R&D

LHCb Simulation, 
FPGA R&D

True track

Truth-matched track

Reconstructed track

True track

Truth-matched track

Reconstructed track



Stereo Association
• For each reconstructed axial tracks candidate, the u/v-hits from tilted layers are 

transformed in y-coordinates and accumulated into the corresponding stereo retina 
(y0,y11). 

• Same processing of the x-z view is performed (hits distribution, accumulation, search of 
local maxima and linear fit of the combinations of hits accumulated in the local maxima). 

• The y-hits combination with the best 𝝌2 is promoted as the y-z track projection. 
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Axial Retina
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………………. 
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Stereo Retinas  
(355 cells each)

………. 
……….

(ay,by)1 

(ay,by)2 

(ay,by)3 
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Each stereo tracking board hosts at least 3 stereo retinas (355 cells each), for a total of 355 x 3 ≈ 1k cells per FPGA.

25000 cells  
per quadrant

LHCb Simulation, 
FPGA R&D

LHCb Simulation, FPGA R&D

LHCb Simulation, FPGA R&D

LHCb Simulation, FPGA R&D

LHCb Simulation, FPGA R&D



Hardware prototypes
• First prototypes assembled and tested within the 

INFN Retina CSN5 project. 

• Used an ASIC prototyping board by DiniGroup 
equipped with two large FPGA’s: 

- 2 Stratix V (28 nm), 1M of LEs, with (0.6+0.6)Tb/s I/O 
bandwidth, and maximum clock of 700 MHz; 

- on-board CPU, DDR memory; 

- 96 inter-FPGA LVDS connections; 

- 96 high-speed SerDes I/O (12 Gb/s). 

• Switch and engine can be tested in basic standalone 
configurations, but more are possible connecting 
other boards through optical fibers. 

• Can be used as building block for an entire tracker. 
Results on this prototype therefore readily extrapolate 
to real systems size.
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Measured performance  
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Fig. 1. Event rate vs occupancy for configurations described in the text.

speed. The mathematical aspects of the architecture are related to the
‘‘Hough transform’’ [2,3], a method already applied for finding lines
in image processing; however the main challenge is the design and the
implementation of a system capable to sustain the event rate at high-
luminosity LHC experiments (30 MHz).

The tracks parameters space is mapped into a matrix of cells. A
custom switch delivers hits only to appropriate cells reducing the input
bandwidth per cell. For each cell, the corresponding logic (referred to
below as Engine) performs a weighted sum of the distances between
the hits and the track trajectory. Parameters of reconstructed tracks are
obtained interpolating the responses of nearby cells. Engines work in a
fully parallel way. More details about the architecture implementation
can be found in [4,5].

The AR architecture is highly parallelized: this allows to implement
the system on multiple devices, but requires a mesh interconnection
for a proper hits distribution. Therefore, its scalability depends on the
number of high-speed I/O of each device.

3. The INFN-RETINA project

The INFN-Retina project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of a
system based on AR architecture able to reconstruct tracks at rates
expected at Level-0 of the LHC HEP experiments. Two fundamental
steps of the project are: verify that the system is capable to sustain
an event rate of 30 MHz with a latency lower than few �s, and that
it can be implemented on more interconnected chips without reducing
the throughput.

To demonstrate the system feasibility we design two prototypes
based on a generic 6 single-coordinate layers tracker, with no magnetic
field. We choose as track parameters the track coordinates on first and
last layer. Such a tracker is equivalent to the LHCb SciFi tracker [6].
Typically SciFi is crossed by 200 tracks per event. We define the
occupancy of the system as the ratio between the number of tracks on
the detector and the number of the cells of the AR. Considering that
we can map the track parameters space with 80 k cells using < 150
FPGAs [7], the occupancy is 0.25%.

3.1. Implementation

We implement a high-speed prototype using a commercial board
with two Altera Stratix V. The board exposes also all the high-speed
serial lines for each FPGA.

We implement three different configurations on this board: to com-
pare the performances of the system on Stratix V with respect to the
first prototype of AR architecture [5], we implement the switch into one
FPGA and the Engines into the second one, the hits data are transferred

Fig. 2. Latency measurement for the high-speed prototype using the optical fibers
interconnection.

through LVDS lines; for measuring the maximum reachable event rate,
we optimized the design and implemented the entire system in a single
FPGA; to demonstrate the possibility of multi-board implementation,
we split the optimized design in the two FPGAs and we connected them
with optical fibers.

4. Results

The event rate is proportional to the tracker occupancy. We test
the system using events with an occupancy between 0 and 4.2%. For
the high-speed prototype implemented in a single FPGA, we measure
an event rate > 30 MHz when the occupancy is < 0.5% [7], reaching
the project goal. Fig. 1 show event rate measurements for different
configurations.

Connecting the switch and the Engines through optical fibers, we
achieve the same event rate, demonstrating that this system can be
distributed on more FPGAs without decreasing the throughput. In this
configuration we measure a latency of ˘400 ns (Fig. 2), where the
largest contribution is coming from the optical interconnection. This
measurement demonstrates that even a distributed system satisfies the
latency requirements.

A tracking processor based on this concept has been included in the
recent LHCb Expression of Interest for future upgrades [8].
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speed. The mathematical aspects of the architecture are related to the
‘‘Hough transform’’ [2,3], a method already applied for finding lines
in image processing; however the main challenge is the design and the
implementation of a system capable to sustain the event rate at high-
luminosity LHC experiments (30 MHz).

The tracks parameters space is mapped into a matrix of cells. A
custom switch delivers hits only to appropriate cells reducing the input
bandwidth per cell. For each cell, the corresponding logic (referred to
below as Engine) performs a weighted sum of the distances between
the hits and the track trajectory. Parameters of reconstructed tracks are
obtained interpolating the responses of nearby cells. Engines work in a
fully parallel way. More details about the architecture implementation
can be found in [4,5].

The AR architecture is highly parallelized: this allows to implement
the system on multiple devices, but requires a mesh interconnection
for a proper hits distribution. Therefore, its scalability depends on the
number of high-speed I/O of each device.

3. The INFN-RETINA project

The INFN-Retina project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of a
system based on AR architecture able to reconstruct tracks at rates
expected at Level-0 of the LHC HEP experiments. Two fundamental
steps of the project are: verify that the system is capable to sustain
an event rate of 30 MHz with a latency lower than few �s, and that
it can be implemented on more interconnected chips without reducing
the throughput.

To demonstrate the system feasibility we design two prototypes
based on a generic 6 single-coordinate layers tracker, with no magnetic
field. We choose as track parameters the track coordinates on first and
last layer. Such a tracker is equivalent to the LHCb SciFi tracker [6].
Typically SciFi is crossed by 200 tracks per event. We define the
occupancy of the system as the ratio between the number of tracks on
the detector and the number of the cells of the AR. Considering that
we can map the track parameters space with 80 k cells using < 150
FPGAs [7], the occupancy is 0.25%.

3.1. Implementation

We implement a high-speed prototype using a commercial board
with two Altera Stratix V. The board exposes also all the high-speed
serial lines for each FPGA.

We implement three different configurations on this board: to com-
pare the performances of the system on Stratix V with respect to the
first prototype of AR architecture [5], we implement the switch into one
FPGA and the Engines into the second one, the hits data are transferred

Fig. 2. Latency measurement for the high-speed prototype using the optical fibers
interconnection.

through LVDS lines; for measuring the maximum reachable event rate,
we optimized the design and implemented the entire system in a single
FPGA; to demonstrate the possibility of multi-board implementation,
we split the optimized design in the two FPGAs and we connected them
with optical fibers.

4. Results

The event rate is proportional to the tracker occupancy. We test
the system using events with an occupancy between 0 and 4.2%. For
the high-speed prototype implemented in a single FPGA, we measure
an event rate > 30 MHz when the occupancy is < 0.5% [7], reaching
the project goal. Fig. 1 show event rate measurements for different
configurations.

Connecting the switch and the Engines through optical fibers, we
achieve the same event rate, demonstrating that this system can be
distributed on more FPGAs without decreasing the throughput. In this
configuration we measure a latency of ˘400 ns (Fig. 2), where the
largest contribution is coming from the optical interconnection. This
measurement demonstrates that even a distributed system satisfies the
latency requirements.

A tracking processor based on this concept has been included in the
recent LHCb Expression of Interest for future upgrades [8].
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SciFi occupancy

• Various configurations tested. Here, results on 6 axial 
layers of Scintillating Fibre Tracker as a function of retina 
occupancy (#track/#cell). 

• Achieved a throughput above 30MHz and  latencies <1μs.  

• Determined engine size: about 1k LEs. 

- Pattern Reco. (axial): needed about 100k engines distributed over 
78 FPGAs, corresponding to ~1.2M LEs per FPGAs. 

- Stereo Association: needed about 78k engines distributed over 
second half of EB PC nodes, corresponding to ~1M LEs per 
FPGAs.  

• Such a specialized processor is already cost effective and 
can be built today using FPGAs off the shelf.  

- Hardware cost < 0.1 €/KHz of tracks.  

- Power cost: 0.2 mW/kHz of tracks.
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
Track type "A "AS "A "AS "A "AS

hasT 75.0 71.4 74.4 70.0 73.9 67.4
hasT, p > 1GeV/c 77.6 73.9 77.7 73.1 76.4 69.7
hasT, p > 3GeV/c 87.0 83.0 85.9 80.8 85.1 77.2
hasT, p > 5GeV/c 90.3 85.7 88.2 82.7 86.6 77.4
Long 81.7 78.8 84.1 79.5 84.2 77.2
Long, p > 1GeV/c 81.7 78.8 84.1 79.5 84.2 77.2
Long, p > 3GeV/c 87.3 84.2 87.1 82.3 87.3 79.8
Long, p > 5GeV/c 90.6 86.9 88.1 83.1 88.1 79.9
Down 80.1 77.7 83.0 78.6 82.6 76.2
Down, p > 1GeV/c 80.1 77.7 83.0 78.6 82.6 76.2
Down, p > 3GeV/c 87.0 84.4 87.1 82.5 86.5 79.3
Down, p > 5GeV/c 90.5 87.5 88.8 83.6 87.9 80.2
Down strange - - 84.7 82.8 - -
Down strange, p > 1GeV/c - - 84.7 82.8 - -
Down strange, p > 3GeV/c - - 89.4 86.7 - -
Down strange, p > 5GeV/c - - 93.0 87.2 - -

ghost rate 12.1 15.7 16.3 20.2 18.4 24.7

Table 6.1: Axial only ("A) and three-dimensional ("AS) reconstruction e�ciencies for
di↵erent simulated samples and di↵erent track categories. Results are obtained with the
axial retina mapped along the diagonal (25800 engines per quadrant) and stereo retinas
mapped along the diagonal (355 engines). Reconstructed axial track candidates are local
maxima over threshold with WA

T > 4, have at least 4 axial hits coming from 4 di↵erent
SciFi layers, and passes the �2

A < 20 requirement. For the three-dimensional reconstruction
tracks also are a local stereo maxima over threshold with W S

T = 3, have at least 4 stereo
hits coming from 4 di↵erent SciFi titled layers. The stereo fit is performed on the 5 (out of
6) hit combinations from the u/v-layers only. Results for down strange tracks, that are
mainly pions from K0

S ! ⇡+⇡� decay, are reported only for the Sample 2.

110

MinBias
D*+→D0π+→[Ksπ+π-]π+

• Simulated realistic pp collisions at the LHCb-
Upgrade conditions:  

- sqrt(s)=14 TeV; 

- LHC bunch spacing = 25 ns;  
- L=2 x 1033cm-2s-1; 
- ν = 7.6  

• Events processed using the official LHCb-
Upgrade simulation of the Scintillating Fibre 
sub-detector (energy deposits, spillover, noise, 
inefficiencies, light attenuation in the fibre, 
clustering, read-out electronic chain, etc.) 

• Performances comparable with those obtained 
with the offline seeding algorithm. Efficiency 
within the 80-90% range, approaching the 90% 
level with a minimal momentum threshold. 

Bs→𝜙𝜙

{T-track

{Long 

{Downstream

{Downstream  
from strange

εA = efficiency of finding axial projection of the track 
εAS = efficiency of finding 3D track 
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Conclusions
• Reconstruction of standalone tracks in the forward LHCb 

SciFi sub-detector in realtime at 30MHz, with latencies of 
the order of 1 μs, is doable with a system based on modern 
commercial PCIe FPGA cards.   

• Such a specialized processor is cost effective and might 
be built already today using FPGAs off the shelf. 

• Achieved a crucial milestone in the R&D development for a 
future realization of a downstream tracking unit to operate 
during LHC Run 4 (2026-2029) and beyond.
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2019 2021 2024 2027 2030

Run 2 LS2 Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4

2031

Run 5

2033

Today

LHCb Upgrade I
Phase II

HL-LHC

Belle II
2018 2025

50 ab-1

Install LHCb 
Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and 
ATLAS & CMS 
Phase II Upgrades

LHCb potentially the only running flavour 
physics experiment in Run 4 (Ib) and Run 5 (II). 

LHCb-Upgrade IbLHCb-Upgrade Ia

The LHCb Upgrade I will enable to integrate about 22 fb-1 by end of Run 3 and 50 fb-1 by end of Run 4. 

8fb-1 50fb-1

22 fb-1
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• LHCb Upgrade Ia in Run-3 (2021-2023) 
• Linst= 2 x 1033 cm-2 s-1. 

• LHCb Upgrade Ib Run-4 (2026-2029) 
• Integrate 50 fb-1 by the end of Run 4. 

• Profit from LS3 for a “consolidation”. 

• LHCb Upgrade II in Run 5 (2031-2033) and beyond.  
• New experiment to be installed in LS4 to integrate > 300 fb-1. 

This talk: R&D developed in the context of the LHCb Upgrade Ib  (LHC Run 4 
and beyond), specifically aimed at the reconstruction of long-lived particles. 

by statistics, and other observables associated with highly suppressed processes will
be poorly known, at that time. Therefore, the LHCb Collaboration is currently
proposing an ambitious plan of Future Upgrades: a consolidation of the the Phase-I
Upgrade in view of the LHC Run 4, the so-called Phase-Ib Upgrade, and for building
a major Phase-II Upgrade, which will fully realize the flavour potential of the HL-
LHC during the LHC Run 5 (� 2031) at luminosity L > 1034cm2s�1 [1, 38]. Table
2.1 recaps LHC energies and luminosities for di↵erent runs of the four major major
LHC experiments.

2010–12 2015–18 2021–23 2026–29 2031-33
LHC Run 1 2 3 4 5
Ecm ( TeV) 7 � 8 13 14 14 14

LHC Lpeak ( cm�2 s�1) 7.7 · 1033 1.7 · 1034 2 · 1034 7 · 1034 7 · 1034

LHCb Lpeak ( cm�2 s�1) 2 � 4 · 1032 2 � 4 · 1032 2 · 1033 2 · 1033 > 1034

Table 2.1: LHC parameters of pp runs from 2010 to 2033. The LHCb experiment is not
limited by the number of cc̄ and bb̄ produced in the pp interactions but by the trigger and
reconstruction e�ciencies and by the amount of data that can be saved to be analysed.
LHCb is, therefore, able to limit the luminosity level by shifting the colliding beams in
the plane transverse to their direction, thus reducing their overlap at the collision region.
Thanks to this choice, the number of pp interactions per bunch crossing can be kept lower
than general purpose experiments as ATLAS and CMS, limiting the detector occupancy
and facilitating the trigger selection and reconstruction.

Outline

Outline

Many detector improvements foreseen relevant for CPV analyses:
• VErtex LOcator with timing info, Magnet side stations to increase low momentum tracking

efficiency, improved ECAL for neutrals reconstruction, and so on.
• Don’t miss the talks by Mark Williams, Preema Pais, and Gregory Ciezarek on Wednesday!

In this talk I will:

• Refer to the milestones indicated above, following LHCb Upgrade II Expression of interest;

• Emphasise several CKM angle measurements & charm CPV;

• Summarise current status of art, highlighting main systematics;

• Compare estimated experimental and theoretical uncertainties.

F. Dordei (CERN) LHCb: CP violation 31-10-2017 2 / 22

Figure 2.2: LHCb time schedule.

2.2 The LHCb detector

The LHCb detector [43, 44] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 < ⌘ < 5, designed for the study of particles containing
b- or c-quarks. The LHCb detector layout, shown in figure 2.3, is motivated by
the fact that at high energies both b-hadrons are produced in the same forward or
backward cone, as shown in fig. 2.4. The LHCb detector includes a high-precision
tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp inter-
action region [45], a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole

19
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Figure 2: (left) Evolution of interaction rates in LHCb (for 25 ns running, as will be the case
after LS1) as a function of luminosity, split into categories of number of interactions per event. A
significant increase in pile-up is visible when going from 1 to 2 ⇥1033 cm�2 s�1. (right) Average
number of pp interactions per bunch crossing visible in LHCb as a function of luminosity, for
events with at least one visible interaction.
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Figure 3: Number of vertices per event for
running at various values of µ. The default
value used in the simulation, corresponding to
2⇥1033 cm�2 s�1, is indicated by the dotted line.

1.3 VELO upgrade overview

As explained above, the upgraded VELO must maintain or improve its physics performance
while delivering readout at 40 MHz in the operating conditions of the upgrade. This
can only be achieved by a complete replacement of the silicon sensors and electronics.
Following an externally refereed review the collaboration has chosen to install a detector

5

• visible interactions=5.5 (1.1) 
• √s=14 TeV (13 TeV) 
• lumi: 2 x 1033 cm-2 s-1                  

(4 x 1032 cm-2 s-1) 
• expected integrated lumi: 

50 fb-1 (8 fb-1)
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Figure 2: (left) Evolution of interaction rates in LHCb (for 25 ns running, as will be the case
after LS1) as a function of luminosity, split into categories of number of interactions per event. A
significant increase in pile-up is visible when going from 1 to 2 ⇥1033 cm�2 s�1. (right) Average
number of pp interactions per bunch crossing visible in LHCb as a function of luminosity, for
events with at least one visible interaction.
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1.3 VELO upgrade overview

As explained above, the upgraded VELO must maintain or improve its physics performance
while delivering readout at 40 MHz in the operating conditions of the upgrade. This
can only be achieved by a complete replacement of the silicon sensors and electronics.
Following an externally refereed review the collaboration has chosen to install a detector
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the LHCb upgrade detector. To be compared with Fig. 1.1. UT =
Upstream Tracker. SciFi Tracker = Scintillating Fibre Tracker.

tracking subsystems, the Tracker Turicensis (TT) and the T-stations, located just before
and just after the LHCb dipole magnet. These subsystems and their projected upgrade
performance are the focus of this TDR. The four TT planes will be replaced by new high
granularity silicon micro-strip planes with an improved coverage of the LHCb acceptance.
The new system is called the Upstream Tracker (UT) and is the subject of Chap. 2. The
current downstream tracker (T-stations) is composed of two detector technologies: a
silicon micro-strip Inner Tracker (IT) in the high ⌘ region and a straw drift tube Outer
Tracker (OT) in the low ⌘ region. The three OT/IT tracking stations will be replaced
with a Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SFT), composed of 2.5m long fibres read out by silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPMs) outside the acceptance. The SFT is discussed in detail in
Chap. 3. The performance of the UT and SFT detectors, as far as the individual detection
planes are concerned, are addressed separately in their respective chapters, where also the
cost, schedule and task sharing of these subsystems are presented. The charged particle
tracking is an essential physics tool of the LHCb experiment. It must provide the basic
track reconstruction, leading to a precise measurement of the charged particle momenta
in the extreme environment of the LHCb upgrade over its entire lifetime. Therefore, the
projected performance of the complete LHCb upgrade tracking system, which involves
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and just after the LHCb dipole magnet. These subsystems and their projected upgrade
performance are the focus of this TDR. The four TT planes will be replaced by new high
granularity silicon micro-strip planes with an improved coverage of the LHCb acceptance.
The new system is called the Upstream Tracker (UT) and is the subject of Chap. 2. The
current downstream tracker (T-stations) is composed of two detector technologies: a
silicon micro-strip Inner Tracker (IT) in the high ⌘ region and a straw drift tube Outer
Tracker (OT) in the low ⌘ region. The three OT/IT tracking stations will be replaced
with a Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SFT), composed of 2.5m long fibres read out by silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPMs) outside the acceptance. The SFT is discussed in detail in
Chap. 3. The performance of the UT and SFT detectors, as far as the individual detection
planes are concerned, are addressed separately in their respective chapters, where also the
cost, schedule and task sharing of these subsystems are presented. The charged particle
tracking is an essential physics tool of the LHCb experiment. It must provide the basic
track reconstruction, leading to a precise measurement of the charged particle momenta
in the extreme environment of the LHCb upgrade over its entire lifetime. Therefore, the
projected performance of the complete LHCb upgrade tracking system, which involves
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Figure 2.7: Overview of UT geometry looking downstream. The di↵erent sensor geometries are
colour coded.

1526mm in X and 1336mm in Y, corresponding to ✓x between ± 317mrad, and ✓y between
± 279mrad. The UTbX plane covers wider in X of 1717 mm. Its angular coverage is
± 314mrad and ± 248mrad in X and Y directions, respectively.

The radius of the circular cutout in the innermost sensors is determined by the size
of the beam-pipe, the thickness of thermal insulation layer, and the clearance required.
The outer radius of the existing beam-pipe at UTbX is 27.4mm. The current design of
thermal insulation, presented in Ref. [19] is 3.5mm thick aerogel heat shield. We allow
for 2.5mm clearance. These considerations lead to an inner radius of the silicon sensor of
33.4mm. Due to the 0.8mm guard ring, the active area starts at 34.2mm. The central
hole leads to an acceptance starting at roughly 14mrad for straight tracks from the centre
of the interaction region. We have verified by simulation that for the typical B decay of
interest, we lose only about 5% of the events because one track is in the beam-pipe hole,
when compared with tracks reconstructed in the VELO and the outer tracker.

Each UT sensors is composed of 250 µm thick silicon and a 10 µm metalisation layer.
The sensors positions are shown as coloured squares in Fig. 2.7. In the central area the
track density is very high. To deal with the high density, sensors of thinner strips, and
also shorter lengths are used. Sensors shaded in yellow have nominal length, and 95µm
pitch, half that of the nominal sensor. Sensors shaded in pink have both half the nominal
pitch and the half nominal length, being about 5 cm long in Y direction. Thus, the central
two staves have sixteen sensors each, instead of fourteen. Each of these fine pitch sensors
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tracking subsystems, the Tracker Turicensis (TT) and the T-stations, located just before
and just after the LHCb dipole magnet. These subsystems and their projected upgrade
performance are the focus of this TDR. The four TT planes will be replaced by new high
granularity silicon micro-strip planes with an improved coverage of the LHCb acceptance.
The new system is called the Upstream Tracker (UT) and is the subject of Chap. 2. The
current downstream tracker (T-stations) is composed of two detector technologies: a
silicon micro-strip Inner Tracker (IT) in the high ⌘ region and a straw drift tube Outer
Tracker (OT) in the low ⌘ region. The three OT/IT tracking stations will be replaced
with a Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SFT), composed of 2.5m long fibres read out by silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPMs) outside the acceptance. The SFT is discussed in detail in
Chap. 3. The performance of the UT and SFT detectors, as far as the individual detection
planes are concerned, are addressed separately in their respective chapters, where also the
cost, schedule and task sharing of these subsystems are presented. The charged particle
tracking is an essential physics tool of the LHCb experiment. It must provide the basic
track reconstruction, leading to a precise measurement of the charged particle momenta
in the extreme environment of the LHCb upgrade over its entire lifetime. Therefore, the
projected performance of the complete LHCb upgrade tracking system, which involves
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colour coded.
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± 279mrad. The UTbX plane covers wider in X of 1717 mm. Its angular coverage is
± 314mrad and ± 248mrad in X and Y directions, respectively.

The radius of the circular cutout in the innermost sensors is determined by the size
of the beam-pipe, the thickness of thermal insulation layer, and the clearance required.
The outer radius of the existing beam-pipe at UTbX is 27.4mm. The current design of
thermal insulation, presented in Ref. [19] is 3.5mm thick aerogel heat shield. We allow
for 2.5mm clearance. These considerations lead to an inner radius of the silicon sensor of
33.4mm. Due to the 0.8mm guard ring, the active area starts at 34.2mm. The central
hole leads to an acceptance starting at roughly 14mrad for straight tracks from the centre
of the interaction region. We have verified by simulation that for the typical B decay of
interest, we lose only about 5% of the events because one track is in the beam-pipe hole,
when compared with tracks reconstructed in the VELO and the outer tracker.

Each UT sensors is composed of 250 µm thick silicon and a 10 µm metalisation layer.
The sensors positions are shown as coloured squares in Fig. 2.7. In the central area the
track density is very high. To deal with the high density, sensors of thinner strips, and
also shorter lengths are used. Sensors shaded in yellow have nominal length, and 95µm
pitch, half that of the nominal sensor. Sensors shaded in pink have both half the nominal
pitch and the half nominal length, being about 5 cm long in Y direction. Thus, the central
two staves have sixteen sensors each, instead of fourteen. Each of these fine pitch sensors
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Silicon Inner Tracker will 
be removed. 

Major upgrade of the 
electronics to allow the read-out 
of all sub-detectors at 40MHz. 



LHCb acceptance of LLPs

• Considering only VELO, LHCb il long about 50 cm. 

• First UT layer is 2.3 m from the interaction point. 

• Assuming an average momentum of 20GeV for 
LLPs, LHCb acceptance increases 

- KS: NDD ≈ 1.3 NLL (x2.3 in stat.) 

- KL: NDD ≈ 3.4 NLL (x4.4 in stat.) 

- Λ: NDD ≈ 1.7 NLL (x2.7 in stat.)
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Long Lived Particles at LHCb

Mass  
(MeV) cτ L=βγcτ  

(at p=20GeV)
D0 1864 123μm 1.3mm

B0 5279 456μm 1.7mm

KS 497 2.7cm 108cm

KL 497 15.3m 615m 

Λ 1115 7.9cm 141cm
{



LHCb-Upgrade readout system
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Figure 2.23: The architecture of LHCb Upgrade-I readout-system.

Figure 2.24: Data-flow in the Event-Builder server.
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DAQ Integration
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open for the time being. They have anyway negligible impact on the rest of the
discussion in this thesis. Tab. 3.1 reports the number of Event Builder PC nodes for
each LHCb Upgrade sub-detectors, while fig. 3.5 shows the envisioned integration
scheme of the Downstream Tracker (or in general of a generic embedded retina-like
device) into the LHCb Upgrade Event Builder system.

Sub-detectors VELO UT SciFi RICH Calorimeter Muons
EB node 56 72 156 114 55 30

Table 3.1: Number of Event Builder PC nodes for each LHCb Upgrade sub-detectors.

PCIe40

Event Builder PC #1

Memory 
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Tracking Board #1

data tracks
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Event Builder Network
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Event Filter Farm
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Figure 3.5: Integration scheme of the Downstream Tracker into the LHCb Upgrade Event
Builder system.

3.4 Implementation details

The architecture described in previous sections is flexible and largely scalable. With-
out significant loss of generality, we will in the following make reference to straight
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Envisioned architecture
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Figure 6.5: Schematic view of the architecture of the envisioned Downstream Tracker.

6.4 Envisioned hardware implementation

The envisioned architecture of the Downstream Tracker is described in Sec. 3.3. The
full track reconstruction for the SciFi tracker can be implemented similarly, as shown
in Fig. 6.5. The expected number of EB nodes dedicated to the SciFi tracker are
expected to be 156. One half of these nodes (78 EB PC nodes) receives the raw hits
from the x-layers of the detector, while the other half receives the raw hits from the
u/v-layers. The idea is to instrument entirely all the 156 Event Builder nodes with
the same number of tracking boards with two di↵erent Patch Panels and Switching
Networks. The system will first find for axial tracks in 78 axial sub-retinas with
approximately a latency less than 500 ns. When axial tracks will be ready, they
will be sent to the relative stereo tracking boards, that will contain only u/v-hits
compatible with axial tracks reconstructed in the associated axial tracking boards.
The stereo tracking boards should host approximately three (or more than three, it
depends on the capacity of the FPGAs chip) identical and independent stereo retinas
for a total of (355 ⇥ 3) 1065 engines, in order to simultaneously process three axial
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• 156 Event Builder PC nodes dedicated to the SciFi tracker.  

- half receives raw hits from the x-layers and the second half receives 
raw hits from the tilted u/v-layers.  

• Each EB node has to be instrumented with a “tracking 
board” equipped with a modern FPGA (at least ~1MLEs per 
chip is needed) interconnected through PCIe card (100 
Gbit/s).  

• Two optical Patch Panels and Switching Networks needed to 
distribute x-hits and u/v-hits inter boards.  

• The axial retina (105 cells) is distributed over 78 tracking 
boards (left side), while each stereo tracking board (right 
side) should host at least 3 different stereo retinas (355 cells 
each). 

• Once axial tracks are ready, they are sent (green arrows) to 
the corresponding stereo retinas for the “stereo association”, 
with a total latency of the process of ~ 1 μs, well below the 
Event Builder timing constraints.
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Figure 4.1: Perspective view of the LHCb dipole magnet with its current and water connections
(units in mm). The interaction point lies behind the magnet.

coils with respect to the measured mechanical axis of the iron poles with tolerances of several
millimeters. As the main stress on the conductor is of thermal origin, the design choice was to
leave the pancakes of the coils free to slide upon their supports, with only one coil extremity kept
fixed on the symmetry axis, against the iron yoke, where electrical and hydraulic terminations
are located. Finite element models (TOSCA, ANSYS) have been extensively used to investigate
the coils support system with respect to the effect of the electromagnetic and thermal stresses
on the conductor, and the measured displacement of the coils during magnet operation matches
the predicted value quite well. After rolling the magnet into its nominal position, final precise
alignment of the yoke was carried out in order to follow the 3.6 mrad slope of the LHC machine
and its beam. The resolution of the alignment measurements was about 0.2 mm while the magnet
could be aligned to its nominal position with a precision of ±2 mm. Details of the measurements of
the dipole parameters are given in table 4.1. A perspective view of the magnet is given in figure 4.1.

The magnet is operated via the Magnet Control System that controls the power supply and
monitors a number of operational parameters (e.g. temperatures, voltages, water flow, mechanical
movements, etc.). A second, fully independent system, the Magnet Safety System (MSS), ensures
the safe operation and acts autonomously by enforcing a discharge of the magnet if critical param-
eters are outside the operating range. The magnet was put into operation and reached its nominal

– 12 –

Figure 2.7: Perspective view of LHCb dipole magnet.

Figure 2.8: Measured By component of LHCb magnetic field.

2.2. THE LHCB DETECTOR CHAPTER 2

Figure 2.13: Layout of one tracker turicensis (top) and one inner tracker (bottom) layer.

Outer tracker

The outer tracker [22] completes the LHCb tracking system, providing a coverage of the detector
acceptance up to 300 (250) mrad in the bending (non–bending) plane. The outer tracker uses
straw tubes to reconstruct tracks with a spatial resolution of 200 µm over a wide momentum
range. The outer tracker has the same layout as the inner tracker, as shown in Fig. 2.14. It
consists of three tracking stations positioned along the beam axis, each being made of four layers
according to the (x,u,v,x) configuration. A single layer consists of an array of modules, each
containing two planes of 64 straw tubes, staggered in order to guarantee overlap between two
adjacent planes. The cathode has a radius of 2.45 mm, the gold–plated tungsten anode wire has
a radius of 12.7 µm. Straw tubes are filled with a 70:30 mixture of Ar and CO2, that ensures a
drift time across the tube below 50 ns, corresponding to two bunch crossings.

2.2.3 Particle identification

Particle identification has a crucial role in a large fraction of heavy–flavor decays studied at
LHCb. The great variety of charged and neutral particles produced in the collisions, spreading
over a wide momentum range, makes an extensive particle–identification system necessary. In
particular, efficiency in reducing background often relies on how the particle–identification system
is able to separate kaons from pions, a task that can be accomplished by the RICH detectors.
On the other hand, the calorimeter detectors permit identification of electrons, photons, and
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Figure 2.9: Layout of one IT layer.
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Types of tracks to be reconstructed 

Long lived particles in LHCb

M (MeV) τ (ps) 

Bs 5300 1.5

KS 500 90

KL 500 50000

Λ 1100 260

• A small component of magnetic field 
(fringe field) is present in the SciFi region. 

• Assuming By small and constant over the 
x-z plane: 

• Assuming null Bx and Bz components:

Track model 
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4.6 Track model in the SciFi tracker region

The analytical parameterization of a track is a crucial ingredient for any pattern
recognition algorithm, since it has a direct impact on its performance. The model
described in this section is the one adopted to study the three dimensional retina
based track reconstruction algorithm using only information from the SciFi. The
model takes into account the detector configuration. The track model has a significant
impact on the track fit procedure as well as in track parameter estimation.

The equation of motion of a charged particle of momentum ~p, charge q and
velocity ~v in a magnetic ~B = (Bx, By, Bz) field is:

d~p

dt
= q~v ⇥ ~B

leading to the following equations for the di↵erent momentum components px, py, pz

(where p =
p

p2
x + p2

y + p2
z):

dpx

dz
= q(tyBz � By) ;

dpy

dz
= q(Bx � txBz) ;

dpz

dz
= q(txBy � tyBx), (4.1)

where tx = px/pz = dx/dz and ty = py/pz = dy/dz are the track slopes. The
di↵erential equations for the track slope in the x-z plane is:

dtx
dz

=
q

p

q
1 + t2x + t2y

⇣
txtyBx � (1 + t2x)By + tyBz

⌘
, (4.2)

and for the y-z plane:

dty
dz

=
q

p

q
1 + t2x + t2y

⇣
(1 + t2y)Bx � txtyBy � txBz

⌘
. (4.3)

Within the volume covered by the three SciFi stations T1, T2, T3, it is possible to
define a track model accounting for the local magnetic field ~B, in the approximation
of small |tx| and |ty|, as the particle are highly boosted along the z axis. In addition,
most of the tracks are in the central region, where the dominant component of the
field is By (Bx/By ⌧ 1 and Bz/By ⌧ 1). So, keeping only the first order terms, the
equations of the trajectory eq.4.2 and eq.4.3 can be simplified as:

d2x

dz2
=

dtx
dz

' �
q

p
By ;

d2y

dz2
=

dty
dz

'
q

p
Bx ' 0 (4.4)

The second equation results in a simple linear model for the y-z track projection:

y(z) = y0 + ty(z � z0) (4.5)

where y0 and ty are the coordinate and the slope at the reference position z0. For
the first equation, concerning the x-z track projection, neglecting the dependence of
By on z so that, and solving the equation 4.4 one gets

x(z) = x0 + tx(z � z0) +
q

p

By

2
(z � z0)

2, (4.6)
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A biologically inspired 
architecture: the Retina Algorithm 
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Conceived for parallelism:  
processing before the event building. 

A biologically inspired architecture

Collisions

DETECTOR + FRONTEND

HIT DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK

PROCESSING ENGINES

Event building

HLT trigger farm

Bandwidth increases

Bandwidth decreases

Readout bandwidth

Conceived for parallelism: process before 
event building
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•   Step 0 - Discretize space of track parameters (pattern 
cells) and generate track intersections with detector 
planes (receptors) and connect them to cells (mapping). 

• Step 1 - Detector hits are distributed (Switching 
Network) only to a reduced number of cells according 
the mapping of Step 0 (LUT).  

• Step 2 - A logic unit (engine) for each cell accumulates a 
Gaussian weight proportional to the distance with the 
receptors. 

• Step 3 - Tracks are identified as local maxima of 
accumulated weights, above a certain threshold, over 
the cells grid.

Massively parallel architecture. Similarities with 
Hough transform and associative memories for 
pattern matching. 



LHCb-Upgrade SciFi Simulation
• Official LHCb-Upgrade simulation: 

- pp collisions with PYTHIA; 

- Particle interaction with detect layers usign GEANT4 toolkit; 

- Accurate simulation of hits digitization (energy deposits, spillover, noise, inefficiencies, light attenuation in the fibre, clustering, read-out 
electronic chain, etc)

 29

• Simulated LHCb-Upgrade conditions:  

- sqrt(s)=14 TeV; 
- LHC bunch spacing = 25 ns;  
- L=2 x 1033 cm-2s-1; 
- ν = 7.6 

LHCb Simulation LHCb Simulation LHCb Simulation
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number of hits per layer in the SciFi for a typical event is around 300 - 400 at the
upgrade conditions (Fig. 4.1).3
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of the number of hits for the first axial layer (n. 0x) and the last
stereo layer (n. 10v) of the SciFi subdetector.

Defining the e↵ective hit e�ciency as "hit, arising from the convolution of ac-
ceptance and digitization, it is possible to calculate the theoretical upper limit on
tracking e�ciencies when a minimal requirement on the number of hits on track is
applied, by using the following binomial probability:

Prob(nlayers
track |12) =

✓
12

nlayers
track

◆
· (1 � "hit)

12�nlayers
track · ("hit)

nlayers
track

where nlayers
track is the number of fired layers that don’t miss the hit. The value of "hit,

determined by the simulation, at the LHCb Upgrade conditions, is "hit = 97.5%. It
is therefore possible to determine the above probability, in order to calculate the
upper limit on the reconstruction e�ciency using only axial (or stereo) layers

Prob(nlayers
track |6) =

✓
6

nlayers
track

◆
· (1 � "hit)

6�nlayers
track · ("hit)

nlayers
track

that with nlayers
track = 6 gives

Prob(nlayers
track = 6|6) = 85.9%.

3Both the occupancy (and track multiplicity) in the detector and the amount of hits in the
whole SciFi are directly correlated to the amount of primary vertices per event, the noise of the
read-out and the spill-over.
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Tracking indicators
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Figure 2.12: LHCb tracking scheme in the x � z view. The scheme will remain almost
unchanged moving from the current LHCb to the LHCb Upgrade. In particular the
figure refers to the LHCb Upgrade, where the TT sub-detector will be replaced by a new
silicon micro-strips detector, the Upstream Tracker (UT), while both the Outer and the
Inner Tracker in the forward region (the so-called T-Stations) will be replaced by the new
Scintillating Fibre Tracker (SciFi Tracker). Also the VELO will be replaced be replaced by
a detector based on silicon pixel technology (VELOPIX).

2.4 The LHCb Upgrade-I

With the intent of collect 50 fb�1 in Run 3 and Run 4, during the Long Shutdown
2 of the LHC collider (2019 � 2020), the LHCb experiment will receive substantial
upgrades concerning both detector and online systems [51]. After the upgrade, the
readout rate will be Among the major changes, there will be the upgrade of the
readout system, capable to readout the whole detector at 40 MHz instead of the
current frequency of 1.1 MHz, and the development of a purely software-based trigger.
This will allow a huge increase of data rate, leading to important improvements in
annual signal yields, but will also enormously increase the demands on EFF and o↵-
line processing. Other important upgrades will concern all the LHCb subdetectors.
All upgrades must take into account the new experimental environment, with a
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• the tracking e�ciency ("Tracking) is defined as the ratio between the amount
of reconstructed and matched tracks with respect to the total amount of
reconstructible tracks:

"Tracking =
reconstructed & matched

reconstructible
;

• the ghost rate is the amount of reconstructed tracks not associated to a Monte
Carlo particle with respect to the total amount of tracks found by the pattern
recognition algorithm:

ghost rate =
reconstructed not matched

reconstructed
.

These tracks arise when hits, mostly coming from di↵erent particles or from
noise, are randomly combined, producing candidates which pass the quality
cuts of the pattern recognition algorithm. Higher track multiplicity events tend
to produce more fake tracks than lower ones, so it is also useful to estimate
the event-averaged ghost rate.

Tab. 5.1 reports a summary of di↵erent flags used to determine e�ciencies for di↵erent
types of tracks.

Name Property
hasT reconstructible in SciFi

down (or downstream) reconstructible in SciFi and UT
long reconstructible in VELO and SciFi

noVelo not reconstructible in the VELO
strange daughter of a strange particle ( K0 , ⇤, ..)
from B belongs to the decay chain of a b hadron
from D belongs to the decay chain of a c hadron

Table 5.1: Selections used by the performances indicators.

In the next sections each step of the axial tracking sequence of the Downstream
Tracker is described in detail, reporting the measured tracking e�ciencies and the
ghost rate. For these studies, only one quadrant of the SciFi sub-detector is accounted
for. Indeed, from the distribution of the intersection of the track with the first and
last layers, as shown in fig. 5.3 and fig. 5.4, it is possible to estimate that the fraction
of tracks moving from the upper quadrants to the lower quadrants (or vice versa) is
only 1.4%, while tracks moving from the right quadrant to the left one (or vice versa)
are 4.3% of the total. For these reasons the quadrants can be considered independent
for track reconstruction purpose,
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Efficiency:

Ghost rate:

A reconstructed track is said to be “truth-matched” to a simulated track if both the axial and stereo 
maxima are contained in a 3x3 square centered at the true track parameters position.
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Figure 5.11: Number of �2 combination evaluated. The distribution is peaked around 7
combination.

Step Nproduct Nsum

f̃i = x̄ · v̄i + ci n · (n � m) n · (n � m)
f̃ 2 (n � m) 0
�2 =

P
f̃ 2 0 n � m � 1

~p estimation n · m n · (m)

Total ncomb · (n + 1) · (n � m) + n · m ncomb · [(n + 1) · (n � m) � 1] + n · m

Table 5.3: Estimation of the number of operation that have to be performed in order to
evaluate the �2 of a candidate track. ncomb is the number of combination to compute.

DSP number estimation

A digital signal processor (DSP) is a specialized microprocessor, optimized for the
operational needs of digital signal processing. An estimation of the needed number of
DSPs on a single FPGA chip to implement the above described method is now carried
out. Given a vector of n hits, that has to be fitted with a function with m parameters,
it is possible to compute the matrix M (n, n � m). The eigenvalues of the M matrix
can be computed and stored. The number of necessary operations to compute the f̃i

and the �2
A are reported in Tab.5.3. In our case (n = 5 and m = 3), a total number

of products Nproducts = 12 and a total number of sums Nsum = 11 are required to
calculate the �2 of a candidate track. These numbers have to be multiplied by the
number of combinations, since the two closest hits to the receptors per each layer, are
assumed to be stored in the pattern cell. The maximum number of combinations can
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of the axial linearized �2
A for truth-matched track candidates

(black line) and for fake track candidates (red line).

5.5.2 Results

The linearized �2 fit is therefore calculated for each local maximum over the pre-
determined threshold of WA

T = 4, having at least 4 axial hits coming from 4 di↵erent
SciFi layers. The �2 is calculated for all the six SciFi layers configurations, only
using the two closest hits to the receptors. The local maximum is accepted as a
track candidate if the linearized axial �2

A value is lesser than a threshold, �2
A < 20,

as shown in fig. 5.12
Fig. 5.13 shows few examples of excited retinas, where the position of the true

tracks (yellow stars), of the reconstructed tracks (red dots) passing also the re-
quirement on the linearized �2

A, and of the truth-matched tracks (black dots) are
superimposed. It is clearly visible that the fraction of fake tracks (or ghosts) is
drastically reduced. The resulting tracking e�ciencies, shown in tab. 5.4, are close
to the 90% level for the track categories where a minimal requirement on the track
momentum is applied8. It is worth noting that downstream tracks are reconstructed
with an e�ciency of about 90% in the three samples considered. The measured
tracking e�ciencies of the Sample 2 are particularly relevant for the Downstream
Tracker. As already mentioned, the Sample 2 contains in each event a long lived K0

S

particle from the D⇤+
! D0⇡+

! [K0
S⇡

+⇡�]⇡+ decay chain. Down strange tracks9

(with p > 3GeV/c) are reconstructed with an e�ciency of about 90%. The ghost
rate is drastically reduced less than the 20% level. Both tracking e�ciencies and

8p > 1, 3, 5 GeV/c are very minimal requirements that almost the majority of LHCb analyses
uses for physics signal tracks. They are also very close to intrinsic limit of the LHCb Upgrade
tracking system, including Velo and Upstream Tracker.

9 strange downstream tracks are mainly pions from K0
S ! ⇡+⇡� decay.
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Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of the extraction of the yu/v-coordinate track in-
tersection, given the xmeasured,u/v coordinate of the u/v-hit of a stereo SciFi layer and
the predicted xpred,u/v-coordinate of the reconstructed axial track candidate. The yu/v-
coordinate (red dot) comes from the intersection of the u/v-hit (green line in the bottom
figure) with a straight line parallel to the y axis and passing through the xpred,u/v-coordinate
(vertical black dashed line in the bottom figure). Only u/v-hits compatible with the axial
track projection (transparent red band in the bottom figure) are sent to the stereo retina.
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Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of the extraction of the yu/v-coordinate track in-
tersection, given the xmeasured,u/v coordinate of the u/v-hit of a stereo SciFi layer and
the predicted xpred,u/v-coordinate of the reconstructed axial track candidate. The yu/v-
coordinate (red dot) comes from the intersection of the u/v-hit (green line in the bottom
figure) with a straight line parallel to the y axis and passing through the xpred,u/v-coordinate
(vertical black dashed line in the bottom figure). Only u/v-hits compatible with the axial
track projection (transparent red band in the bottom figure) are sent to the stereo retina.
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